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Temporal logic is one of the most important formalism in the area of program verification and validation of specification consistency. Most notable are the seminal contributions of Kripke \[[@CR21]\], Pnueli \[[@CR32]\], Emerson, Clarke, and Halpern \[[@CR7], [@CR14]\] to name a few. There exist several different variants of temporal logic from which, best known are the computation tree logic CTL, the linear temporal logic LTL, and the full branching time logic CTL$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$. In this paper, we will consider the global fragment of LTL for formulas in *separated normal form* (SNF) which has been introduced by Fisher \[[@CR15]\]. This normal form is a generalization of the conjunctive normal form from propositional logic to linear temporal logic with future and past modalities interpreted over the flow of time, i.e., the frame of the integers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\mathbb {Z}},<)$$\end{document}$. In SNF the formulas are divided into a past, a present, and a future part. Technically this normal form is not a restriction since one can always translate an arbitrary LTL formula to a satisfiability-equivalent formula in SNF in time linear in the original formula \[[@CR15]\]. In fact, the restriction to SNF normal form is crucial for us, because it is known that syntactical restrictions of arbitrary LTL formulas such as Horn or Krom do not lead to tractability \[[@CR4]\].

LTL and its two main associated computational problems LTL model checking and LTL satisfiability have been deeply investigated in the past. In this work we focus on the LTL satisfiability problem, i.e., given an LTL formula the question is whether there is a temporal interpretation that satisfies the formula. Sistla and Clarke classified the computational complexity of the satisfiability problem to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {PSPACE}$$\end{document}$-complete \[[@CR36]\]. Then, later, several restrictions of the unrestricted problem have been considered. These approaches considered operator fragments \[[@CR29]\], Horn formulas \[[@CR4]\], temporal operator fragments, temporal depth, and number of propositional variables \[[@CR8]\], the use of negation \[[@CR27]\], an XOR fragment \[[@CR11]\], an application of Post's lattice \[[@CR3]\], and the SNF fragment \[[@CR2]\].

In contrast to LTL satisfiability where the search for fruitful parameterization has so far been rather unsuccessful \[[@CR26]\], various important parameterizations have been identified for the satisfiability problem of propositional formulas (SAT) \[[@CR5], [@CR30], [@CR37]\]. One very prominent and well-studied structural parameterization for SAT are so-called backdoor sets. Informally, backdoors are small sets of variables of a SAT instance that represent "clever reasoning shortcuts" through the search space. Backdoor sets have been widely used in the areas of propositional satisfiability \[[@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR33], [@CR35], [@CR38]\], and also for material discovery \[[@CR25]\], abductive reasoning \[[@CR31]\], argumentation \[[@CR13]\], planning \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\], and quantified Boolean formulas \[[@CR34]\]. A backdoor set is defined with respect to some fixed *base class* for which the computational problem under consideration is polynomial-time tractable. For instance, in the case of SAT, a backdoor set *B* for a given CNF formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$ into the base class of Horn formulas is a set of variables such that for every assignment of the variables in *B* it holds that the reduced formula, i.e., the formula obtained after applying the assignment to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$, is Horn. Given such a backdoor set one can decide the satisfiability of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{|B|}$$\end{document}$ assignments of the variables in *B* and for each such assignment solving the remaining formula in time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p(|\phi |)$$\end{document}$, where *p* is a polynomial given by the base class. As a result, once a small backdoor set is identified the satisfiability check is *fixed-parameter tractable* for the parameter backdoor size. Since the backdoor set is usually not provided with the input, it is crucial that small backdoor sets to a given base class can be found efficiently. When employing the backdoor approach one consequently usually considers two subtasks the so-called *detection* and *evaluation* problem, where the former is the task to identify a small backdoor set and the later concerns the solution of the problem using the backdoor set.Table 1Results overviewProblemOperators$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Our Contribution* In this paper, we introduce a notion of backdoors for the global fragment of formulas that are given in SNF. Namely, we consider backdoor sets to the base classes that have recently been identified by Artale et al. \[[@CR2]\]. These base classes are defined by both restrictions on the allowed temporal operators (i.e., to a subset of ) and restrictions on the clauses to be either $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {krom}$$\end{document}$. We show that surprisingly a notion of backdoor sets very similar to the strong backdoor sets employed for SAT \[[@CR18]\] can also be successfully applied to formulas. Whereas the detection of these backdoor sets can be achieved via efficient fpt-algorithms for all the considered fragments (using algorithms similar to the algorithms employed in the context of SAT), the evaluation of these backdoor sets turns out to be much more involved. In particular, we obtain tractability of the evaluation problem for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {horn}$$\end{document}$ formulas using only the always operator. In fact, restricted to only the always operator, is already quite interesting, since it allows one to express "Safety" properties of a system. For almost all of the remaining cases we show that the evaluation problem is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {paraNP}{}$$\end{document}$-hard. Moreover, the techniques used to show these results are very different from and more involved than the techniques employed for SAT, i.e., in the context of SAT the backdoor set evaluation problem is trivial. Our results are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

*Parameterized Complexity* A good introduction into the field of parameterized complexity is given by Downey and Fellows \[[@CR12]\]. A *parameterized problem*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If there is a deterministic Turing machine *M* and a computable function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Temporal Logic* We assume familiarity with standard notions of propositional logic. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} exemplifies the semantics with some basic formulas. As shown by Fisher et al. every formula considered over the frame $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following lemma shows a log-space constructible normal form which prohibits deep nesting of temporal operators of the investigated formulas.

Proposition 2 {#FPar2}
-------------
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In the following sections we consider only formulas given in this normal form .

Introduction of Backdoors for the Global Fragment of LTL {#Sec3}
========================================================

In the following, we will introduce a notion of backdoors for formulas in the global fragment of linear temporal logic. The definition of these backdoors turns out to be very similar to the definition of the so-called strong backdoor sets for propositional formulas \[[@CR18]\]. The main difference is that whenever a propositional variable is in the backdoor set then also all of its temporal literals are required to be in the backdoor set as well. A consequence of this is that in contrast to propositional formulas, where a backdoor set needs to consider all assignments of the backdoor set variables, we only need to consider assignments that are consistent between propositional variables and their temporal literals.
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Definition 3 {#FPar3}
------------
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Intuitively the next lemma describes the translation of a temporal model into separate satisfiability checks for propositional formulas.
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Globally in the Past and Globally in the Future {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------

Now we turn to a more flexible fragment where we can talk about the past as well as about the future and show it is possible to encode $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 10 {#FPar16}
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### Corollary 11 {#FPar18}
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### Proof {#FPar19}
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Conclusion and Discussion {#Sec8}
=========================

We lift the well-known concept of backdoor sets from propositional logic up to the clausal fragment of linear temporal logic . From the investigated cases we obtain a comprehensive picture of the parameterized complexity for the problem of backdoor set evaluation. The evaluation parameterized by the size of the backdoor into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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